[The contribution of MRI to the detection of endovascular aneurysm repair].
Evaluation of MR-imaging in the follow-up of patients after endovascular repair of abdominal aortic aneurysms concerning detection of endoleaks. In the postoperative follow-up after endovascular repair of aortic aneurysms, 10 consecutive patients (mean age: 68 years) were suspected to have an endoleak by helical CT and were scheduled for conventional angiography, preceded by supplemental MR-imaging to confirm or refute the diagnosis. The images of helical CT and MRI were evaluated by two independent readers concerning leak, feeding vessel and artifacts. The follow-up MRI was able to detect all endoleaks (type 1 endoleak, n = 7; type 2 endoleak, n = 3) compared to all but one detected by helical CT. Of the 10 patients with an endoleak, MR-angiography visualized the feeding vessel in 7 patients and CT in one patient. MRI did show fewer metal artifacts from the stent wire than CT. For the visualization of feeding vessels and endoleaks, MRA achieved statistically significant superiority. In a single case, helical-CT was not reliable because of strange metal artefacts after previous coil embolization. MRI is comparable to helical-CT in detecting endoleaks and superior to CT in demonstrating the anatomy of the feeding vessel after endovascular repair of aortic aneurysms. The major advantages are fewer artifacts after coil embolization and absent radiation exposure.